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Michael Ilardi, President, called the meeting to order on Wednesday, January 17, 2018 at 8:14 p.m. 
 
Kim Stecher Roll Call  
 
 
Joy Weinreich  
MOTION #1: Motion to approve the minutes of the December 20, 2017 Board Meeting. 
2nd by Michael Ilardi 

Michael Ilardi Does anybody have questions or changes to the minutes? 
- Asked where the referenced letter from Rob Janiszewski regarding Boat Registration is? 
- Copy will be made and distributed to all Board members. 

           Motion Carried 
 
CORRESPONDENCE None 
 

 
GOOD & WELFARE   
 

Peter Shappe – 10 Valley View Drive 
- Here regarding statements made at last month’s Board meeting. 
- A gentleman spoke at the last meeting and sort of indicated that he did not properly address his issues.  
- I want to assure the Board that I did. 
- There may have been a misunderstanding or miscommunication. 
- Stu Joseph was here waiting to show him the audits he wanted to see and he did not show up. He said he was not 

told. 
- I spoke to him after the 2nd of January, and spoke with Michael Ilardi and told him I’d reach out to him again. 
- I apologized to him that there was a misunderstanding on my part even though I’m sure there wasn’t. I told him sorry 

if there was. 
- I asked him if he wanted to reschedule and he said no, not really. 
- He said when the new audit comes out in April or whenever, he will look at that audit and the past audits then. 
- As far as I am concerned, this issue is put to bed now. 
- Just so you know, and in case he says anything in the future, I apologized to him. 
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT 

- Would like to thank Mark for serving 5-years as President. It is not an easy task. Presented Mark with a Certificate. 
- Continue to send in a little blurb from your committees to put in the Newsletter so the residents can see if they have 

an interest in what you are working on and/or informed of what your committees are working on. 
- Rob Torcivia stepped up to be Co-Chair with Joy on Legal & By-Laws. 
- We continue to have parked cars on POA property. The car with an out-of-state plate has been plowed in and buried 

in snow that has now melted, is still there. 
o Charlie’s response:  It will be towed. 

- All cars will start to be towed. We have signs posted and a policy in place that needs to be enforced. 
- Would like to thank Lauren for her time here as Accounting Manager.  She started out here years ago doing the 

Newsletter and has been here for about 10 years. Would like to wish her well on her new endeavor in Philadelphia. 
- Board meeting packets: 

o We got a few requests from Board members not to get a hard copy of the packet, as it’s a waste of paper. 
Some of it I think is. If you don’t want the hard copy at the Board meeting just let Suzie know and she will 
print fewer.  

o My suggestion is going to be, if people are okay with it, is since we get an email with copies of everything 
including the 3 bids, I do not think we need a hard copy of all 3 bids for all the Motions. Maybe the 
Committee Chair should have a copy of all 3 bids in case there are any questions? Maybe only a hard copy of 
the bid we are accepting?  

o Do not really need an answer tonight but you want to think about that. There’s a lot of paper we do not look 
at the meetings because we already read it and goes in the can on the way out. 

o Rob said it’s like $500 a year on paper for the Board packets. 
o Consensus:  That we will only put the bid in that we are voting on. 

- Stu K. brought up an issue about the notes in the Lake & Lake Rec minutes. 
o They talk about reviewing the Lake Committee Rules & Regulations. Any changes that occur I think should go 

before the Board. I think it’s for the safety of the whole community. I think sometimes there is a conflict of 
interest with what the Committee wants and what’s in the best interest of the community. I would like the 
Board to hear it and pass on it. 

o Michael I.’s response: It went to Legal & By-Laws and they said the Committee could do it. 
o I do agree it should come to the Board and discuss any changes during Committee Reports. 
o Joanne M.’s response:  I think the Committee is doing it’s best to represent the community so I don’t think 

there should be a conflict of interest before the Committee and community. That is why I brought it up at the 
last meeting whether we should bring it to Legal & By-Laws. We did bring the changes there. I think it’s fair to 
bring them here and will do that next meeting. 

o A question for other Board members – We talked about updating our Rules & Regulations overall. I know 
there were some changes made to the challengers on elections and things like that. Are we going to try and 
update Rules & Regulations across … 

o Stu J.’s response:  The Legal & By-Laws Committee has on its agenda a complete review of all the Rules & 
Regulations. We never get to it. Some do not make sense. We have Rules & Regulations that say Security will 
deliver the Board packets to your house and say “Wow, that was a long time ago.” We know we have to do 
that and we intend to but there is only so much you can do and we pick and choose what we can accomplish.  
Legal & By-Laws chose not to make any comments on the Lake Committee stuff because we did not think it 
was a legal & by-laws type of issue. It’s absolutely appropriate for it to come to the Board. There could be 
plenty of issues where there could be conflict.  If the Lake Committee wants to keep the lake open until 
midnight for late night fishing because everyone who is fishing is represented on the Lake Committee and 
they want to do that and the Board may say ahah, think about the vandalism we will have. The bigger picture 
is held by the Board and not by the Legal & By-Laws Committee.  We are intending to go through all the 
Administrative Guidelines and the Constitution itself, not the rules for the individual Committees. 

o Joanne M.’s response:  Lake & Lake rec will update their rules & regulations and bring them to the next 
meeting. 

 

OFFICE REPORT  
- January 2018 report distributed.  
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SITE MANAGER’S REPORT 

- January 2018 report distributed. 
- Asked if Charlie could put a brief description of the vandalism that goes on in his report on a month-to-month basis 

and if we resolved it? 
- Charlie’s response:   

o Since we put the cameras in place, there has been a dramatic drop-off in vandalism. 
o One vandal owes us 96 hours of time and Kurt and I are keeping track of the time. He is brought in on 

weekends to help for set-up and cleanup at events. 
o Expressed that he does not like to put names of juveniles out in public. 
o There is not much going on. 

 

MAINTENANCE REPORT 
- January 2018 report distributed. 

 
TREASURER’S REPORT 

- January 2018 report distributed in packet. 
- Introduced and welcomed our new accounting manager – Mark Iovino, a resident of WML.  
- Expressed that he will be an asset to our community.  Please be patient as he gets acclimated. 
- Asked if the POA Budget summary is expended to date?  Is that all of 2017? Are we looking at final numbers? 
- Pat D.’s response:  It should be. Lauren tried to do most of the 2017 bills before she left. There might be minor 

changes. 
- Asked about House Activities – where is income from New Year’s Eve? Most of the tickets were sold in December and 

now we are showing we lost money. 
- Pat D.’s response:  We are a month behind and that’s probably why it’s not showing. I know Lauren was working on it 

before she left. Although this is the January report, it is really until the end of December, a month behind. 
- Asked about the planning for the bar and architect? $1,000 deposit sent.  What about the remaining balance? Can we 

set money aside for that? 
- Response:  We got the Contract that was dated December. The balance was paid in December. Anything additional 

will be from the 2018 budget. 
- In the POA Review (not line by line), an explanation of overspent lines 3, 8, 9 and 19 was requested. Wants to see if 

we are being careless or sensible. 
- Pat D.’s response:  We budget line items, but we can overspend lines.  We cannot over spend the total budget. 
- Joanne M.’s response to line 3 - Boat docks/House:  Has to look back to see what for. 
- Pat D.’s response: Will work with Mark to see if we can come up with what exactly those figures are and what it was 

spent on. 
- Expressed that there should be a motion that says we will overspend the line. 
- Response:  Not necessarily. Sometimes things are not detected until installation and/or repair is being done and 

supplies are then purchased without coming to the Board and come out of the line that will then overspend the line. 
- Asked if the line transfers were done yet? 
- Pat D.’s response:  Lauren said we actually do not have to do the line transfers because we are not overspending our 

budget even though Stu J. insists on doing it every year.  
- Expressed that it is in the Constitution that it has to be done in the January Board Meeting. Line transfers are 

prepared and motions are made at tonight’s meeting. It is not optional. Suggest that they be prepared for next month 
instead of not doing it all. Believed it is called for happening in January. 

- Expressed that the community clearly voted on a budget that was presented and had expectations/anticipations of 
things being spent as their vote went. The Board has the ability to overspend and underspend any line item of the 
entire budget but we also want transparency as to what occurred.  

- Noted that if we show that we overspent on one line, and underspent on another line, it is being transparent. 
- Asked if we show on that transfer sheet that we took $500 from one line, are we suppose to show what lines we 

transferred it to so to balance it out?  Response:  Yes. 
- Expressed that it’s useful information to know where and why we overspend a line. If we keep asking for budgets for 

certain lines and we always underspend them, we should not be putting money there. We won’t have transparency if 
we do not have reconciliation and capturing of what was spent. 
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- Noted that in October and November of each year the Treasurer should be looking at all lines, with the knowledge of 
being on the Board for years, should know what Committees are still going to be spending and look at lines that have 
not been spent. Don’t want committees to go on a spending spree with it. They should be used for transfers that have 
to go to some of the other lines. 

- Noted that Section 31 says that transfers shall be made in January. 
- Last year we put together a spreadsheet and tried to move money from within sections first to keep them whole, then 

went to other sections to transfer unspent budget money lines to other overspent lines. They do not say why we went 
over on the lines and that is valuable. All transfers were noted where they came from and went to. 

- Noted that it is the Treasurer’s discretion to decide where you want to do it. 
- Noted that the transfers will be ready for the February meeting. 

 

LEGAL COUNSEL’S REPORT 
- At the last meeting we were asked to explore more info about the 501(c)(3) nonprofit. 
- 501(c)(3) research summary: 
- WML is interested in forming a non-profit to apply for a grant for Morris County Preservation Funds. 
- First we looked into what would be required to get a grant for funds for restoration of the clubhouse. 
- Step 1:  We looked into whether there would be eligibility for that grant and it’s possible there would be eligibility 

because basically we have to show that Clubhouse is eligible to be listed as a U.S. historic site. We think that it is. 
- Step 2:  We actually have to form that nonprofit and to do that by applying for a status of a 501(c)(3) organization, 

which is basically a federal categorization. You apply to the IRS for that status. The nonprofit would be incorporated in 
the State of New Jersey.  

- The issue that the Board put to us last meeting was whether members of the Board of the POA can be members of 
Board of Trustees of the nonprofit? It’s the same thing as two Board of Directors. 

- It is not entirely clear. There can definitely be members of the Board of Directors also on the Board of Trustees. 
- As far as New Jersey law is concerned there are a couple of things that are pretty clear which is:   

o If there are members of both boards, people who are concurrent members of the POA and of the Board of 
Trustees of the nonprofit basically if there is a conflict, and the Board of the nonprofit is doing something 
that could potentially benefit the property owners of the association, members of both boards have to 
recuse themselves. We would run into trouble if there were a majority or more of members on the Board of 
Trustees of the nonprofit who were also members of the Board of Directors of the POA.  Everything this 
nonprofit is organized to do is to benefit the building which obviously goes to the benefit of the POA. 

- Asked: Since we are all residents, are we all disinterested? 
- Response:  According to the State rule, NJ Statute, what it has to do with is common trusteeship.  That basically 

means member of the Board.  It becomes written for a nonprofit organization.  It looks at all other organization as 
having Trustees.   Nothing I could find showed just being a resident leads to conflict.  I think it’s just Board members.  
Board members of the POA are free to serve on the Board of Trustees but it is discouraged because it seems like there 
would be a lot that you would be able to be involved in. It seems like there is not a lot the Board of Trustees would be 
deciding that did not directly benefit the POA. 

- Conflict issues with Federal laws. The IRS is a little more vague about … it basically describes the conflict. It allows 
every nonprofit organization to draft it owns By-Laws with it’s own rules on conflicts. It will tell you what is a conflict 
and you can argue either way based on what the IRS guidelines say. You can argue on what a conflicted member is.  
The IRS is also concerned that the New Jersey laws of incorporation that you have to abide by a nonprofit. 

- The Board was also wondering what was the legal implications of a non-profit that basically exists to 
renovate/maintain the Clubhouse. There are a couple of things I found. 

- Federal statute that says that we would not have the exemption and thus not be a 501(c)(3) organization if the 
organization … the organization has to “serve a public rather than a private interest.” That can be argued if you are 
maintaining an historic site, potentially. 

- A better argument can be made that the public is benefiting if the Clubhouse were actually listed on one of the 
registers we were talking about instead of … all it has to do in order to get funds from the Morris County Preservation 
Funds is to be eligible to be listed on one of those preservation lists.  If it were on one of the lists, I think there is a 
better argument to be made that the public is benefiting from the expenditure of spending money on the Clubhouse. 

- The bottom line is the nonprofit has to, (A) serve a public rather than private interest; (B) according to IRS guidelines 
(which could read in many different ways) the nonprofit organization cannot “serve private interest more than 
insubstantially that is inconsistent with accomplishing charitable purposes.”  We have to decide what is benefiting the 
private interest of WML more than substantially.  
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- The bottom line is from the way we look at it, the steps to getting what you want to get are first starting a non-profit.  
There are some complications if some Board members of the POA want to also be on the Board of Trustees. It would 
be a good idea to look into getting the Clubhouse listed on the New Jersey and U.S. preservation/historic site lists. 

- There are a lot steps and complications. It might be more of an arduous process than we thought looking at it first. 
- It would b a good idea to first determine what the odds are of actually getting a grant from Morris County Historic 

Preservation Fund. 
- As we were perusing the list of where grants were allocated for 2017 and it looks (this is just a cursory glance at it) like 

a lot of the grants were to publically owned entities. A few privately owned historic houses.  
- I think it’s worth knowing what the odds of getting a grant are? 
- Asked Rob about finding out about a few municipalities who have done this kind of thing, who they are and what they 

got the grants for? Was it a publically owned entity that they got the grant for? Were there Board members from that 
municipality that also served on the nonprofit Boards?  

- Charlie:   
o Had several conversations with, I believe, a Mr. Chan from the Morris County Historic Preservation Trust. He 

was more or less soliciting our participation.  He showed me all the ways around the roadblocks which gave 
me the indication that he was looking for our Application.  And I happen to know that there was, I believe, a 
private residence in Mt. Tabor that got Historical Preservation money. It opens its doors once a year for the 
Mt. Tabor house tour.  

o Attorney asked what were some of the roadblocks mentioned? 
o Response:  He said we had to have a 501(c)(3), then he gave me some ideas how to go about it, then he told 

me we had to get on the eligible preservation site list, and then he steered me to federal and State sites. I 
read the federal and State sites and realized we can qualify.   Then in another conversation with him, I 
brought up the third part that it had to be utilized by the public and to me that was the last stumbling block.  
He told me it was not a stumbling block.  That’s when I started to approach the Board members with here’s 
an idea for a source of funding.  I do not know how many were applied for.  

o Attorney:  You are kind of filling in the last pieces of the puzzle which is one of our questions which is ... 
Some of the grants are like $30-40,000 and some more substantial like $200,000. There were like 15 to 20 on 
the list for last year. The next step is what the likelihood is of getting a grant from the Morris County Historic 
Preservation Trust.  The process will be lengthier and more complex than we thought. 

o Charlie:  This is how encouraging he was.  When I asked how much of an initial investment do we have to 
make to fill out the grant application he told me he was going to assist us in filling out the grant application 
and our only responsibility was to write up a synopsis on what we wanted to do and photograph the building.  
That was our starting point. Then he will have people in his office do the grant writing for us.  

- Asked if we want to form the 501(c)(3) first?  
- Asked if we wanted to do this, don’t we need the members of the community to … (in audible)?  
- Asked if the Board can form it and not manage it? 
- Expressed that whatever we do, don’t we need the community to vote on it like with the questions last year? We’re 

changing something significant in our structure. 
- Noted that we are not changing anything. 
- Expressed that this building is open to the public for it’s bar, affairs, cub scouts, boy scouts, etc. so in essence it is 

public. 
- (Lots of people talking over each other – in audible) 
- Attorney said it would be anyone sitting at this table to form the new Board of Trustees. 
- How will we move ahead to create a board of trustees? Response:  Go back to planning and look into the options. 
- If Charlie is an employee/agent of the non-profit, it might be a conflict for him to be on the Board of Trustees. 
- It was expressed how the building could be considered historic when we have a brand new trex deck? 
- Keeping busy on other various research, assignments and projects. 
 

COMMITTEE REPORTS   
 

Lake Committee   
- Quick update on the boat registration process. 
- At the last Board meeting and in the minutes it is indicated that there will be a waiting list maintained for boat 

registration.  As we thoughtfully worked through this process with the Office, we decided the Office would not 
maintain a waiting list.  
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- After June 1st, if your boat is not in your spot and another resident sees that spot vacant, they will come to the Office 
and let them know they see a spot vacant and would like to take that space. The Office will call who has the assigned 
spot to inquire why their boat is not there yet. If they have extenuating circumstances why their boat is not there it 
will be held.  Otherwise it will be re-assigned to the resident requesting it. 

- Last year maintaining a waiting list was another labor intensive effort. People got tired of being on the waiting list. It 
did not serve a great purpose. 

- On the application it will state you have to notify the Office if your boat will be away from the assigned space for an 
extended period of time. 

 
Festival Day  First meeting is the first Thursday of February. 

 
OLD BUSINESS 
 

Joy Weinreich  
MOTION #2: Approval of Committee minutes. 
2nd by Kim Stecher 

Explanation:  

Discussion: 
- Asked that now that we are approving them here, they will go up on the WML website? 

- Response:  Yes.          Motion Defeated 

 
DISCUSSION  APPROVING COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES 
 

- Suggested we come up with something easier and more efficient that the Office, the President and some sub-
committee could do this so we do not all have to argue over all the minutes. 

- Noted that we should have some sort of approval process. 
- Expressed that as a Board, it behooves us to read all the minutes and know what all the Committees are doing. 
- Expressed that we weren’t all at the meetings to be able to approve the minutes. 
- Thought we agreed to be transparent and post committee minutes on our website. 
- Expressed it’s easy to read through and trying to see if everything is appropriate to go before the public. 
- Maybe a sub-group in charge of approving? 
- Noted that Officers-in-Charge should know what should and shouldn’t be in the minutes. 
- Suggested that maybe the E-board should look at the minutes for approval since the Officers are all on the E-Board? 
- Expressed that it is good to do it like we are doing it here tonight because it forces us all to read the minutes and 

know what is going on in the Committees we do not attend. 
- Expressed that people have to be held accountable for the roles they have. There is a lot of variability on how we 

operate. Have the Committee Chair write good minutes and the Officer-in-Charge review them and post them. The 
process needs to be simplified so that the minutes are posted sooner than later and not real old news by the time 
they get posted. 

- Important for us as a board to read over everyone’s minutes because wherever we are, we will be asked what we 
think about something. By doing a motion, as a Board, we are forced to read all minutes. 

- What do we want to do to post them? 
- Stated that the Officer-in-Charge should be able to approve the minutes. We all have common sense. We all should 

know what is and what isn’t appropriate to go in.  Do not think we should mention anyone’s names.  
- Expressed that there have been minutes in the past that have been approved by the Officer-in-Charge that they felt 

should have never be posted. They are unprofessional, they have financials in them, and there are personal quarrels 
in them. 

- Expressed that 17 people possibly nit picking at the minutes for approval is not good. It should go to the E-Board. 
- Further noted that going to the E-Board so they can crosscheck the minutes makes sense. 
- Suggested we need general guidelines on the professionalism of what should be in the minutes. 
- If approved the week before, it gives the office a week to get it in the board packet. 
- Stated that all minutes will be approved at the E-Board meetings and anything that comes in after and before the next 

Board meeting will be emailed to the E-Board for review and approval on the website. 
- Talked about the logistics of what goes on the FB page and what goes on the WML website. 
- Long standing material will go on the WML website. 
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- What about blurbs/recaps in the Newsletters talking about what went on at Committee meetings? 
- Asked if the posted Minutes should have a line that states that these Minutes are recorded of the meeting but not yet 

approved by the Committee until the next meeting? You have to get the minutes out there. 
 

 
Glen Katz  
MOTION #3: Committee minutes will be submitted to and approved by the E-Board prior to being 

posted to the website. 
2nd by Michael Ilardi 

Explanation: None 

Discussion:           Motion Defeated 
 
FURTHER DISCUSSION  APPROVAL & POSTING OF MINUTES 
 

- Asked how they are going to get posted? 
- Again stated that why can’t we use the blurb for the spotlight on committee and post that every month because that 

is what the committee is working on? If we put that on the website it’s available and telling the community what the 
committee is working on. 

- Expressed that they didn’t feel we needed Lake minutes to say this one said this, then this was discussed and this was 
discussed. Okay, we came to this conclusion. We’re working on talking about getting boat docks. They don’t need to 
know that this one said this and this one said that. Put a little recap, post it and the information is there. 

- Noted that the Board in 2017 voted on and approved posting minutes to the website for transparency. If you want to 
post a blurb, the Board needs to vote and overturn posting minutes. 

- If you start doing a blurb, then someone will still say what are you hiding. 
- The rationale to posting the minutes on our website was so that people would not go to someone else’s website and 

see all the possible negativity surrounding the minutes. 
- We committed to doing it and by not doing it you’re telling everyone we’re not being transparent and says what are 

we hiding now? 
- Attorney noted that committee minutes are not approved until voted on and approved at committee meetings. 
- Asked why the minutes cannot be sent out to committee members and the Officer-in-Charge for any comments and 

approved electronically? 

 
Mark Kempner  Past President  
MOTION #4: Motion to allow Officer-in-Charge final approval of committee minutes before being 

posted on WML website with a disclaimer that they may not have been approved by 
committee members at this time.    

2nd by Michael Ilardi 

Explanation: None 

Discussion:  Above         Motion Carried 
 

FYI: House Ops 
- We met with the contractor for these walls.   
- The Board came to a consensus to allow the contractor to add a panel over the cracked panels at no cost to us. We 

felt this was the best. Maintenance will be doing the painting. 

 
Discussion:  Budget – Reserve Study Report 

- Expressed that input is needed from everyone for the 77 items listed and any other items you feel needs to be 
included. 

- This is a “DRAFT” and we will not review all items tonight but want input by email from everyone. 
- Charlie and Stu J. met for several hours to go over all items. 
- Items under $10,000 will go on the budget. 
- We took a threshold of $10,000 or more and said we were going to have a plan for the obsolescence and replacement 

of items. 
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- We identified items that will go on the budget but if you see items for your committee that you believe is incorrect, 
please let us know. 

- If you have better numbers, let us know. 
- If you think you know better about how long something will last, let us know. 
- You might tell us that we will never need a new pool provided we resurface it every so many years. 
- Beach 1 basketball courts and Beach 2 handball court comes under Beach not Athletics. 
- Suggested to take this to committees for notes and given back to Stu J. to update and then back to the Board. 
- What did the drum pool cost? $175,000, bathhouse $25,000 and mine remediation $200,000.  These are estimated 

amounts from memory for the drum project. 
- What is the cost to replace today? How long will it last? If replaced, how long will it last? 
- What do we have to set aside? Where would we save the money? Response:  Currently no place.  
- What do we need each year? Now it goes in the budget or spends from the funds. We don’t have a good plan.  
- It was expressed that money in the Capital and Sinking Funds is a step towards that goal.  
- This study just reflects what we have. 
- We have to think about new things people want and have to then put them on the list for replacement. 
- Expressed that traditionally with other POA’s and Condo associations, this looks a lot like what others usually do with 

their Sinking Fund. The sinking fund is built to take care of these items as they come up. The capital improvement 
fund is usually looking for new things. 

- First step is looking at what we have, what we have to replace, when we have to replace it and how much it will cost 
to replace. 

- Expectation is to get Stu J. a refined estimate and then he will give us a more refined study. 
- If you get Stu the info at the latest a week before the next meeting he will have it updated for that meeting. 
- Asked about the Lake?  
- Response:  That’s an interesting one. What do we do about it? Dredging is about $3.2 million. How long will it last for? 

What should we do about the Lake? Any ideas? 
  

NEW BUSINESS 
 

FYI:     Correction to last month’s motion (Motion # 13) for the maintenance building.  
- The additional cost will overspend the line. 

 

Beverly Nemiroff Chair, Beach 
MOTION #5: Motion to have Garden State Laboratories test the water at four lake sites and the Drum 

pool at a cost of $2,345.00 for the 2018 summer season. This will come from Line 503.21 
and this will not over spend the line. 

2nd by Pat Degnan 

Explanation: For the 2018 summer season. Includes Beach 1, swim lanes, Beach 2, Beach 3 and the Drum pool. 

Discussion:  None 

    Motion Carried 
 

Joanne Machalaba Chair, Lake & Lake Reclamation 
MOTION #6: Spend $3,250 with Concrete Construction Corporation (CCC) to install an anchorage system 

for the new pedestrian deck. This will meet code requirements to handle potential flood 
and other load conditions. Funding to come from the Dam Project budget. This includes 
sales tax and will be included in the project over runs. 

2nd by Mark Kempner 

Explanation: The support beams for the existing pedestrian deck were not secured to the spillway curbs, which 
poses concern. The dam is designed for overtopping and the bridge could be impacted by water flow 
and become displaced during the large storm events. 

 
 $800 for Labor/Equipment to weld galvanized plates to existing beams, drill and install 1” diameter 

Hilti wedge anchors in the spillway curbs. 
 $1,800 for parts – Hilti wedge anchors and steel plates. 
 $650 for overhead and profit 
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 CCC is the company performing the current dam remediation work. 

 
Discussion:  None         Motion Carried 
 

FYI:     New Boathouse Aerator 
- Fino Electric, LLC hired for installation of a new boathouse Aerator – cost & installation $650.00 not including permit 

fees. 
 

Joanne Machalaba Chair, Lake & Lake Reclamation 
MOTION #7: Purchase and install a goose deterrent system from Away with Geese, for $1,900 including 

sales tax. Shipping and money back guarantee included in the price. Locations to be 1 on 
Beach 2 swim dock, 1 on swim team docks, 1 on Beach 1, 2 on clubhouse lawn. 

 

 Funding to come from the following budgets: 
 $386 Lake Line 521.02. This will not overspend the line. 
 $386 Athletics Line. 
 $376 Beach Line 
 $752 Country Club 
2nd by Rob Torcivia 

Explanation: The ongoing problem of goose fecal matter on all beaches, POA docks and Clubhouse lawn requires 
Maintenance time and effort to clean up. Resident complaints continue, and the lake water quality 
is impacted. To date, the solutions tried have been ineffective. This patented product is in use at 
over 11,000 lakes, ponds and reservoirs across the U.S. with a claimed 97% success rate. A full 
refund can be obtained if after 6 months of use, WML is not satisfied with performance. 
Cost comparison is $386 per unit from Away with Geese and $549 per unit from The Denier 
Company. 

Discussion: 
- Asked if we did any checking to see if any local places used it and were successful? 
- Response:   

o Got references from other states: Massachusetts and North Carolina had good success. 
o Read reviews on line – some were not happy but the majority was happy.   
o The published success rate is 97%. 
o Did not speak to any associations in New Jersey but have reached out and not gotten any comments back. 
o Trying to find out if anyone in COLA used it. 
o It’s a money back guarantee. 

- Critical factor is time. We have to get the lights up before the geese nest. 
- Asked who installs them?  
- Response:  Very easy to install. We will install them. It’s a light unit that is at the height of the geese vision that 

disturbs them and we put them in areas where they are pooping. 
- How long do we have for the money back guarantee? 
- Response:  Try it for 6 months. 
- Does the system harm or disturb any of the other wildlife here? Response:  No 
- Does the lights disturb the residents?  Response: It’s like a minimal light that is low to the ground. 
- Asked if this went to the committees involved and if they okayed it? 
- Response:  On January 10th sent the whole proposal out to Committee Chairs of Athletics, Beach and House Ops. Did 

not hear back so I sent out a reminder yesterday or the day before to see if they were on board. 
- Expressed that all Board members should be notified ahead of time to digest.  
- Noted that it was in the Board packet. 
- Beach Chair stated that their budget is very tight and does not want it to come from their budget line. 
- At the Lake meeting it was suggested that each committee should fund their areas, not all by Lake. 
- Athletics stated that they could not vote on it until their meeting. 
- Will look into more references. 
- Expressed that we may have them already in Maintenance and it was not effective. Please stop by to see what we 

have in the Maintenance shed. 
- Expressed that it is a no brainer with a money back guarantee. 
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- Stated that if you miss the window of opportunity, it will not work.   Motion Withdrawn 
 

Joanne Machalaba Chair, Lake & Lake Reclamation 
MOTION #8: Spend $4,809.37 with Custom Docks to install a floating dock insert. This includes sales tax 

and will come from Line 505.01. This will not overspend the Line. 
2nd by Michael Ilardi 

Explanation: To better accommodate the demand for POA boat space, an insert will be added to the Clubhouse 
dock area. Four pontoon or more smaller boats will be able to use this dock. Custom Docks has 
performed similar work for WML in the past with good results. 

Discussion: 
- Asked if this is an additional dock?  Response:  Extension dock.    Motion Carried 

 
Beverly Nemiroff Chair, Camp Committee 
MOTION #9: I move to have the Camp White Meadow 2018 Budget and Rates be approved as 

presented. 
2nd by Michael Ilardi 

Explanation: Rates are based on 220 campers. 

Discussion:   

- Regular Camp rates were increased 5%. 

- Teen Travel rates were increased 7% with an extra day added.     Motion Carried 
 

House Ops & Maintenance FYI:  Changed our boiler & furnace Service Plan from Region Oil to B.A. Colella 
- B.A. Colella Heating & Cooling LLC’s Commercial Maintenance and Protection Plan will provide the materials and labor 

as detailed for the sum of $1,000. 
- This replaced Region Oil. 

 

Planning FYI:  Proposal for Architectural Services 

- HQW Architects LLC hired for the Gold Bar Renovation drawings. 

 
Roger Crook Chair, Bar & Rental 
MOTION #10: Motion to approve the expenditure of $2,925, including NJ Sales Tax, for the installation of 

a professional quality public Wi-Fi system within the clubhouse. The money is to come  
2nd by Michael Ilardi  from Country Club. The B & R Committee entertained 3 bids and chose the least expensive 

from VP Security. VP Security has a positive record with the POA, from their previous work 
with the Security Committee over the past few years. They have also agreed to add an 
additional access point, over and above what is contracted for, should the need occur. 

 

Explanation: (Required for phone vote) We have tried less expensive ($300 or $400) residential or home-based 
Wi-Fi solutions in the past with less than desirable results. Much of this issue has to do with the 
construction of the building and size of the coverage area desired. We want to be able to provide 
this Wi-Fi coverage for Committee meetings, Board meetings, the Gold Bar and Lounge, much of the 
deck, Bridal room upstairs, much of the rest of the second floor, and especially the ballroom-both 
East and West sides. 

Discussion:  None         Motion Carried 

  
Stu Kipilman Wage & Salary 
MOTION #11: Motion to accept the 2 wage salary recommendations discussed in closed caucus. 
2nd by Michael Ilardi 

Explanation: Mark Iovino hire and conditions, and Lauren’s continuing to do Newsletter and Social Media for a 
set rate. 

Discussion:  None         Motion Carried 
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FYI:  Computer guy has been working with Lauren over time about upgrading our phone system that is going to 
save us money. When you call you will be able to press numbers to reach the different people, much more than 
getting a recording. He will get back to us. Doesn’t think it will be more of an expense than what we have now. 
 
Stated that we were supposed to get this when we switched service provider with cable.  
Stated that it is an option we are entitled to from Cablevision. It comes with individual mailboxes and employees 
can log in to retrieve the messages. 
Response:  Yes, but it was never done. 
 
GOOD & WELFARE None 
 
 
Michael Ilardi Motion to adjourn meeting at 10:40 p.m. 
2nd by Joy Weinreich 

 
 
Next Board Meeting is Wednesday, February 21st @ 8:00 p.m. 
 
 
 
Respectfully submitted,  
      
Debra-Ann Chait        
 
 
 
       APPROVED BY: Michael Ilardi    

     Michael Ilardi, President 


